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Gravity and Magnetism are both examples of the same force. We know of gravity as falling; we know of
magnetic attraction as able to follow any direction, yet gravity is this same effect in operation, the illusion
of up and down as the names in Earth English for "with" and "against".
Elsewhere and previously we have discussed the source of electricity, magnetism and its nature; the
rotation of tetrahedrons to form the protons, neutrons and electron cloud of atoms. The same direction of
rotation of the two tetrahedrons a charge creates, the rotation of a single tetrahedron the opposite makes
and the dissimilar rotation of two comprises a neutron.
The electron cloud surrounding the atom is the speed of vibration and thus the source of the description as
it forms a cloud. The tetrahedrons of the protons and neutrons rotate in place and cause the nucleus they
form to seem stationary; the velocity of movement creates not a cloud but the appearance of a round
object. The mass of atoms, molecules and the formations of them - we would suggest a visualization of a
DNA structure as one of millions of examples – balance the incidence of both unless the molecules and
their structures allow a majority to be created, and thus ionization occurs. The object becomes
magnetized.
Size will cause the larger to overcome the smaller; and physical distance matters little but as a function of
size. Movement can temporarily suspend or hang an object in the balance, and you call this orbit. The
resistance of a gaseous atmosphere makes propulsion necessary to overcome resistance yet the very gases
of the atmosphere disturb the suspension movement provides and gravity will take over.
Anti-gravity will be enabled by creation and then focus of similar energy levels within an object of
homogeneous material; the resonance of sound waves to an object is but one example of resonance of
energy waves in all substances, where molecular structures and atomic arrangements follow patterns
repeated.
Devices within an object will provide flotation ability; devices outside whose energy of this nature is
directed at an intended object will cause levitation, as was done to build pyramids, good examples of
which are found in Egypt. The most prominent of pyramids are found where your Atlantean ancestors
fled and their construction was achieved with these methods.
The simplicity of the devices to produce these internal or directed energy fields will be a large surprise
when seen, as complication will be naturally expected. Complication of devices, as necessary in many
instruments now used, require such numerous steps and aspects to their functions to manage residual
effects caused by the current understanding of the important but not (yet) comprehensive aspects of the
physics involved.
Devices to counter gravity and inherent magnetism – charge without flow – will "shock" you with their
simplicity and effectiveness. Simple microprocessor management of object mass and dimensions will
create and regulate what is now called and understood as a ray or beam; your ideas and notions of these
are but memories of observation of this use.
No change to the properties of a substance will be made as it is hoisted and placed; the ease, simplicity
and speed of construction relative to your current methods and understand will revolutionize physical
structures of all types and use all over Earth, as once before and again in the coming day.

